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Last Cloudia Devil May Cry 5 Collab Starts Today! Free Character Guaranteed! 

[Tokyo, Japan – January 28th, 2021] Mobile game developer and publisher AIDIS Inc. 

announced the start of a collaboration event between its smartphone RPG Last Cloudia and 

Capcom’s stylish action game Devil May Cry 5. As part of this collaboration, every player who 

participates will receive at least one of the three collaboration units: Nero, Dante, and V.  

 

■ The Legendary Devil Hunter Collaboration Event 

In the limited collaboration event The Legendary Devil Hunter, players can clear quests 

recreated from the world of Devil May Cry 5 and battle the powerful Demon King Urizen, 

just as Nero and the others did in the original game!  

 



Raise your Style Rank with flashy combos and exhilarating action gameplay, just like the 

original Devil May Cry 5! Get extravagant loot and items only available in this collaboration 

event just by participating! 

 

 

 

Featured Rewards 

・Limited Collaboration Equipment (6 items) 

Get familiar items from the original series, like Ebony & Ivory and Cavaliere!  

 

・Collaboration Gacha Tickets and Power-up Items 

Get tickets to spin the collaboration gacha for a chance to get collab units and the items 

you’ll need to power them up!  

 

・Multiplayer Stamps 

Get three types of special stamps with new artwork, for use in the upcoming multiplayer 

mode. 

 



ｈ

 

■ Collaboration Challenge 

The collaboration challenge is made up of nine easy missions displayed on the Home screen. 

This is the perfect chance to learn how to play the game while receiving big in-game loot! 

The special collaboration equipment Red Queen is sent to players who complete all nine! 

 

■ Devil May Cry 5 Login Bonus  

This special login bonus runs from the first chapter to the third chapter of the collaboration 

event. This is your chance to get up to 3300 crystals and twelve ★DMC 5 tickets! 

Remember to log in every day so you don’t miss out! 

 

▽ Collaboration Period 

This event runs from Jan. 28 (after the weekly maintenance) until Feb. 18 at 12:59 PT. 

*Check in the game for the start period of each event. 

 

■ Devil May Cry 5 

Devil May Cry 5 is the latest release in the stylish action game series Devil May Cry (DMC). 

The series boasts a total of over 22 million units shipped worldwide and is well loved for its 

tremendous visuals and high-speed combo-based battles. 

 

When powerful demons try to invade the human world, Dante and his Devil Hunters spring 

into action! 

 

▼ Official Site 

https://www.devilmaycry.com/ 

 

------------------------------------------- 

Title: Last Cloudia 

https://www.devilmaycry.com/


Platform: iOS / Android 

Genre: RPG 

Service: Free-to-play (In-App purchases) 

Release Date: 10/17/2019 

Official Website: https://www.lastcloudia.com/en/ 

Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/lastcloudiaen 

------------------------------------------- 

*Android and Google Play are trademarks or registered trademarks of Google LLC. 

*iTunes and App Store are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. 

*iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries. 

©2018-2021 AIDIS Inc. 
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